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Get schooled on home
decor do’s and don’ts
BY SAR AH R AVITS

WHETHER YOU ARE STARTING FROM SCRATCH, TACKLING A DIY PROJECT OR JUST EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW
COLORS, interior designers possess a wealth of information and experience to walk clients through the decorating process.
“I feel people are sometimes scared to hire designers,
not realizing how valuable they can be,” says Julie Ponze
of Julie Ponze Designs. “Good designers can make
the project fun, easier and less expensive than you
might think.”
Designers are advisers and will tell clients the truth
about things like home trends on the internet (don’t do
it if it doesn’t fit your space or your budget), geometric
patterns (overuse can easily ruin a design scheme) and
what items you should prioritize when trimming a new
space (curtains, rugs and sofas), Ponze says. She and
three other local designers answered a few of our
design questions.
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Curtis Herring of Curtis Herring Interior
Design started his business in 1997. He describes his personal taste as a “very cleanline, transitional style.” But, he says, “I design
for my client, so each project has a completely
different look.”
The best part of his job is the variety. “I never know
what is coming my way,” he says. “My clients are all fun
to work with and I get to work on incredible houses,
hot new restaurants, offices, veterinary clinics [and]
synagogues.”
One of Herring’s philosophies is that “good design is
not trendy, but rather timeless. If the interior designer
does a good job,” he says, “the interior will be stunning
and usable for many years.”
Herring operates a studio and office with a full
library of projects.
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The painting hanging above the dining room table highlights the color scheme of the series
of rooms. Wood floors warm neutral-colored walls. Design by Curtis Herring.
PHOTO BY KERRI MCC AFFET Y
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LEFT: Curtis Herring
advises against allwhite color palettes.
“Color is so crucial
in setting the mood
and the personality
of an interior,” he
says. Pillow shams
by Diane von
Furstenberg; linens
by Leontine Linens.
PHOTO BY
SAMANTHA K APL AN

BELOW: A one-of-akind twig table carved
in the tramp art style
is the modern centerpiece of this foyer
by Curtis Herring. An
alabaster lamp by Jean
Geraci, a metal statue
of a reclining figure
and impressionistic-like artworks lend
an urban chic vibe.
PHOTO BY
CHERYL GERBER

CUE icon: What is your least
favorite trend?
HERRING: The all-white interior. Color
is so crucial in setting the mood and
personality of an interior.
How often should homes
be updated?
H: I think you should make small
improvements and add items on a
regular basis, just to keep your house
interesting. Major decorating changes
such as curtains, rugs and general color
palette updates, or even renovations to
kitchens and baths, should generally be
considered every 10 years or so.
How long do design trends tend
to last?
H: It depends on the trend; some trends
last decades, some only a short time.
But, in general terms, I’d say the longevity of a design trend is about five to
seven years.
What style of design do you see
gaining popularity right now?
H: I think it depends on what geographic area you are exposed to. Here in

New Orleans, I’m noticing quite a lot
of vintage industrial, urban chic and
mid-century modern aesthetic. I’m not
sure what the future holds for new design, but it will definitely be interesting
and worth the wait.
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How can people select the
right designer?
H: The best way is to ask around and
find out who people have used and
what kind of experiences they had.
Also, check out websites and even call a
designer to ask questions, or set up an
in-home consultation. (There’s) nothing
like meeting in person to see how your
personalities will mesh (or not).
C: What is your favorite type of flooring
for a living room? Kitchen? Bedroom?
H: I love wood flooring throughout; the
warmth and beauty of wood are incomparable, and it is (easy) to work a design
scheme around wood. However, wood
is not always practical in a kitchen, so
I really like honed limestone or marble
in a kitchen. However, there are some
really great-looking porcelain tiles out
right now, too.
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